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Web Information Systems and Technologies: International Conferences WEBIST 2005 and WEBIST 2006, Revised Selected PapersSpringer, 2007
This book contains the best papers from the first two instances of the International Conference on Web Information Systems and Technologies (WEBIST 2005 and 2006), organized by the Institute for Systems and Technologies of Information, Control and Communication (INSTICC) in collaboration with the OMG (Object Management Group), held in Miami (USA)...
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Proofs that Really Count:  The Art of Combinatorial Proof (Dolciani Mathematical Expositions)The Mathematical Association of America, 2003
'This book is written in an engaging, conversational style, and this reviewer found it enjoyable to read through (besides learning a few new things). Along the way, there are a few surprises, like the 'world's fastest proof by induction' and a magic trick. As a resource for teaching, and a  handy basic reference, it will be a great addition to the...
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Book of NumbersChartwell Books, 2009

	This book, more than any other I’ve written up to this point in my life, was a labor of love. It allowed me to combine the knowledge and experience of two careers (over a decade in government and law enforcement, and close to another decade in the computer field, encompassing almost 20 years of working with computers as a hobbyist).When...
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Nanotechnology SafetyElsevier Limited, 2013

	Nanotechnology is a new and emerging discipline that is multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary. The usage of nanosystems, nanomaterials, nano-devices, etc. permeates all aspects of society. Cancer targeting and curing nanosystems are being introduced into the biomedical and pharmaceutical industries; so are lightweight energy absorbing or...
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Monitoring, Security, and Rescue Techniques in Multiagent Systems (Advances in Soft Computing)Springer, 2005
In todays society the issue of security, understood in the widest context, have become a crucial one. The people of the information age, having instant access to the sources of knowledge and information expect the technology to improve their safety in all respects. That, straightforwardly, leads to the demand for methods, technologies, frameworks...
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Scene of the Cybercrime: Computer Forensics HandbookSyngress Publishing, 2002

	"Cybercrime and cyber-terrorism represent a serious challenge to society as a whole." - Hans Christian KrÃ¼ger, Deputy Secretary General of the Council of Europe

	Crime has been with us as long as laws have existed, and modern technology has given us a new type of criminal activity: cybercrime. Computer and...
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Solar and Stellar Dynamos: Saas-Fee Advanced Course 39  Swiss Society for Astrophysics and AstronomySpringer, 2012

	Astrophysical dynamos are at the heart of cosmic magnetic fields of a wide range of scales, from planets and stars to entire galaxies. This book presents a thorough, step-by-step introduction to solar and stellar dynamos. Looking first at the ultimate origin of cosmic seed magnetic fields, the antagonists of field amplification are next...
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Mechanical Ventilation (Critical Care Clinics, April 2007, Volume 23, No. 2)Saunders, 2007

	The last decade has generated a growing fund of knowledge on how

	ventilator management can greatly impact patient outcome. The concepts

	developed by ARDS Network have been broadly accepted and placed into

	clinical practice, not only at university centers, but has filtered down to community

	hospitals. We are educating our...
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Cognition in A Digital WorldLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2002
Massive changes are occurring in society regarding the delivery of information
to individuals and the way individuals process this information. These
changes happen at work, at home, and in schools; the Internet and the
World Wide Web (WWW) are changing people’s working lives, leisure
time, work settings, and educational...
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Fiber Optics Technician's ManualThomson Delmar Learning, 2000
Fiber Optic Technician's Manual, now in its second edition, continues to serve as a practical guide for the designer, installer, and troubleshooter of fiber optic cable plants and networks used in today's communications systems. Comprehensive in scope, this book addresses applications of fiber optics including telephone, CATV, and computer...
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OECD Information Technology Outlook 2010OECD, 2010

	The OECD Information Technology Outlook 2010 has been prepared by the OECD under the guidance of the OECD Committee for Information, Computer and Communications Policy (ICCP), and in particular the Working Party on the Information Economy. This edition is the tenth in a biennial series designed to provide members with a broad overview of...
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Proceedings of the Eighth Workshop on Algorithm Engineering and Experiments and the Third Workshop (Proceedings in Applied Mathematics)SIAM, 1987

	The annual Workshop on Algorithm Engineering and Experiments (ALENEX) provides a forum for the presentation of original research in all aspects of algorithm engineering, including the implementation and experimental evaluation of algorithms and data structures. The workshop was sponsored by SIAM, the Society for Industrial and Applied...
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